ABSTRACT. It is proved that if 1, a, ß are numbers, linearly independent over the rationals, in a real cubic number field, then given any real number d > 2, for any integers Xq, xx, x2 such that |norm(x0 + axx + ßx2)\ < d, there exist effectively computable numbers c > 0 and k > 0 depending only on a and ß such k loe d that \xxx2 KloglxjXj |) 6 |a-0 + axx + ßx2 | > c holds whenever xxx2 i= 0. It would be of much interest to remove the dependence on d in the exponent of loglx,x2l, for then, among other things, one could deduce, for cubic irrationals, a stronger and effective form of Roth's Theorem.
1. Introduction. Let ||x|| denote the nonnegative distance from x to the nearest integer. The well-known theorem of Roth [11] asserts that for any real irrational algebraic number a and any e > 0, there is a constant c > 0 such that </1 + e \\qa\\ > c holds for all integers q > 0. Schmidt [12] has generalized this result to any number of dimensions. He proved that if a,, . . . , a" are any real algebraic numbers such that 1, a,, . . . , an are linearly independent over the rationals, then for any e > 0 there is a constant cn > 0 such that (D I<7i<72 -<7j1 + eH<7i«i +*" +í««"H>cB holds for all nonzero integers qx, . . . ,qn. He also proved a dual result, namely that, under the same hypotheses on a,, . . . , an, for any e > 0 there is a constant c'n > 0 such that (2) ql+e\\qa1\\'"\\qaj>c'n holds for all integers q > 0.
The theorems of Roth and Schmidt are noneffective, that is, the constants c, cn, c'n cannot be effectively computed. Much recent work has been done on the problem of establishing effective lower bounds for \\qxax + ••• + qnan\\, where or,, .. . , an are algebraic numbers. All of the effective lower bounds obtained so far are appreciably weaker than (1) (see the survey articles by Baker 290 T. W. CUSICK Theorem 1. Suppose 1, a and ß are numbers, linearly independent over the rationals, in a real cubic number field. Given any number d>2,for any integers x0, xx, x2 such that |norm(x0 + axx + ßx2)\ < d, there exist effectively computable numbers c > 0 and k > 0 depending only on a and ß such that (3) \xxx2\(loë\xxx2 \)klOëd\x0 + axx + ßx21 >c holds whenever \xxx21 > 1.
The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are very restrictive, but inequality (3) is both effective and stronger than (1) . Indeed, (3) is nearly best possible, for it foUows from some work of Peck [10] that if 1, a, ß are numbers, linearly independent over the rationals, in a real cubic number field, then the inequality k1x2IGog|x1x2|)H|x0 +axx +ßx2\<l has infinitely many solutions in integers x0, xx, x2 with xxx2 =£ 0. (Peck actually proved that qlogq\\qa\\ ||oj3|| < 1 has infinitely many solutions with q > 0; one obtains the dual inequality stated above by using a transference principle of Mahler [9] . The argument, in a slightly different setting, is given in Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer [6, p. 82].) Thus for fixed d inequality (3) can only be improved by decreasing the exponent of log|XjX2 |.
Of course it is natural to hope that the factor log cf in the exponent of log|XjX21 could be removed altogether, for then Theorem 1 would hold with no condition on the norm of x0 + axx + ßx2. This hope is plausible from a metrical point of view, because it is known (see GaUagher [8] and Spencer [13] ) that for almost all pairs of real numbers a, ß an inequality of the form (3) holds with &log6f replaced by an absolute constant. If Theorem 1 were strengthened in this way, then it would follow from an application of Mahler's transference principle that there exist effectively computable numbers a > 0 and c > 0 depending only on a and ß such that q(logq)a \\qa\\ \\qß\\ > c holds for aU q > 0. As an immediate corollary, we would have an inequality for all cubic irrationals which is both effective and stronger than Roth's Theorem.
2. Preliminaries. Let F denote the real cubic field containing a and ß. For any number y in F, we let 7^ = 7, 7^ = 7, 7*2* = 7" denote the conjugates of 7. Let G denote the smallest field containing a, a', a", ß, ß' and ß". If F is a cyclic (totally real) cubic field, then F = G; otherwise G is a normal field of degree 6, which is totally real if and only if F is.
From here until §5 we suppose that F is totally real. The case of nontotally real F ( §5) turns out to be simpler.
Let M denote the module {x0 + axx + ßx2 :x0,xx,x2 rational integers} and let T = {7:7 in F, M contains yM} denote the coefficient ring of M. It follows from Dirichlet's unit theorem [4, p. If 0j, 02 is a pair of fundamental units for T, then so is 0^0^, d\02 for integers p, q, r, s such that ps -qr = ± 1. Hence for any e0 > 0 (however small) and any L > 0 (however large) it is possible to choose 0, in the pair 0,, 02 of fundamental units so that (5) ||0,/0'i'|-ll<eo and |0',|>I.
Later on in the paper (Lemmas 5 and 6) we shall require the inequalities (5) for certain explicitly calculable e0 and L. We assume from now on that a fixed pair 0,, 02 of fundamental units for T has been chosen in such a way that (5) holds for the relevant e0 and L. It is convenient to assume further that 0,, 02 have been chosen in such a way that 0, and 02 both have norm +1 and (6) R = regulator of T > 0 (of course given any pair 0,, 02 we can satisfy (6) by simply replacing 02 by B2l, if necessary). Define D(\) = -log |02 I + log \d"2 I, D(2) = log 10; I -log 10'; 1.
we assume this is the case.) Indeed, more generally, if 7 =£ ± 1 is any element of F, then yy'2 ¥=± I. For yy'2 = ± 1 implies 7V'2 = 7"72 = ± 1, and solving these equations gives y9 = ± 1, which implies 7 = ± 1. We define t?0, tj,, tj2 (numbers which will be encountered later on) as follows:
It is easy to see that for some rational integers a¡im, n) (0 < i < 2). We now need to consider some results about the solutions in integers x0, xx, x2 of the inequality (10) |x0 + axx + ßx2 |max(xj, x\) < Q, where Q is any constant > 1. Later on we will use these results in dealing with the expression |x0 + axx + ßx2 I \xxx2 | in the proof of Theorem 1.
We first recall the well-known result [5, p. 79 ] that for 1, a, ß linearly independent in a real cubic field there is a constant k satisfying 0 < k < 1 and depending only on a and ß such that (11) k < |x0 + axx + ßx2 |max(x2,x2)
holds for aU integers x0, xx, x2 with xx and x2 not both zero.
Next we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let a be any nonzero rational number. Then in the module M there is a finite ipossibly empty) set of numbers px, . . . , pk with norm a such that every solution y of norm y = a, y in M, has a unique representation in the form y = p¡Rim, n) for some i (1 < i < k) and some m, n.
Proof. See [4, p. 118, Theorem 1].
From now on we use cx, c2, . . . to denote positive constants which depend at most on a,ß,8x and 02. Of course, since we have assumed that 9X and 02 have been chosen, we could as well say that cx, c2,. . . depend at most on a and |3. However, we shall sometimes wish to know that certain constants are the same whatever choice of dx and 02 might have been made; this is not in general true for Cj, c2.
If we let % = x0 + axx + ßx2 and £(/) = x0 + a<-i)xx + ß(-i)x2 (0 </ <2), then clearly (12) max IS^Kc, max |x,|.
Since in Theorem 1 we are concerned with a lower bound for I?I, we may clearly assume that xQ is always taken to be the nearest integer to axx + ßx2. Thus ICI < xh holds and so (13) max |x-| <c2max(|x11, |x2 i).
It follows from (12) and (13) that if (10) holds, then (14) l|lmax(|?'|2,||"|2)<ß(c1e2)2.
By (14), norm % is bounded if % satisfies (10), so by Lemma 1 in looking at (10) we need only consider solutions of (15) \hRim, n)\maxibxim, n)2, b2im, n)2) < Q where (16) | = 8R(m, n) = b0(m, n) + bx(m, n)a + b2(m, n)ß for some rational integers b¡(m, n) (0 < i < 2) and where S runs through some finite set (depending on Q) in M. Call this set A(0.
We can be more explicit about the membership of A(ß). Let (17) t = min{|norm7l :y^ 0 in M}.
Of course the set on the right-hand side is discrete, and r > 0. It now follows from (14) that if |||< V4 and (10) We use the notation (a¡j) for a matrix with entry a¡¡ in the ith row and /th column.
Lemma 2. 77ie integers a¡(m, n) (0 < i < 2) in (9) satisfy 2 (19) afin, n) = J2 «¡jRU) («. ") (0 < / < 2)
;=o where the coefficient matrix A = (aif) (0 < i, /' < 2) satisfies
La"-a ß"-ßj is one of the square roots of the discriminant of the module M.
The integers b¡(m, ri) (0 < i < 2) in (16) satisfy
where the coefficient matrix B = (by) (0 < i, / < 2) is given by
Proof. Let C denote the matrix on the right-hand side of (21). We have the identity R'im, n) -Rim, n) _R"im, n) -Rim, n)_ Multiplying both sides by the inverse matrix C_1 gives (19) and (20) (the case i = 0 of (19) follows at once from the cases i = 1,2 and (9)).
To prove (22) and (23) we apply the argument above to the identity bxim,nj] S'R'im,n)-8Rim,ny \_b2im, n)J |_s"R"im, n) -SRim, n)J
We note that any ratio of two numbers in the same row or column of A or B is in the field G. If F is cyclic (so F = G), then DM is a rational integer (0 < / < 2). In this case all the entries in A and B are and a n *i0>u/2 a;, = a to themselves in F. In the proof of Theorem 1 it wiU be necessary to ensure that for any p in A*(cf), the absolute value of the ratio of any two conjugates of p in F is bounded by a constant independent of the choice of 6X, 02. This can be achieved by replacing each element p of A*(d) by a suitable Rim, n)p; the following lemma is needed to show that such a replacement is always possible. Given any number p in A*(d)> we can replace p by the corresponding number f given in Lemma 3. Thus we can assume (25) for any p in A*(cf)> max Ip^typ0 <i,j<2 -3>
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where e3 depends only on a and jS, and not on the choice of 0,, 02 in T. Furthermore, if p, is in A*(dx) and, for some d2 > dx, p2 is a number in A*(d2) such that p2 /p, = (p/q) R(m, n) for some unit R(m, n) in T, where p, q ate rational integers and p/q > 1, then we can assume that p2/px = p/q. We shall say that each number p in A*(d) is canonical if this last assumption and (25) both hold.
We suppose from now on that every element of A*(d) is canonical.
4. Proof of Theorem 1, totally real case. The first major ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following theorem of Baker [2,1].
Theorem 2 (Baker). Let o1,. . . , o" be nonzero algebraic numbers with degrees at most 2 and let the heights of ox, . . . ,on_x and an be at most A' and A Ç> 2), respectively. Then for some effectively computable number C> 0 depending only on n, 2 and A', the inequalities 0 < |p, logo, + -+ p"loga" I < C~losA losP have no solution in rational integers px, . . . , pn with absolute value at most P(> 2).
We have stated the theorem in the general form given by Baker, though we require only the special case « = 3, p3. = -1 for the following lemma. We do not need the further refinement of Theorem 2 in the case pn = -1 which is given by Baker [2, II, Theorem 2].
Lemma 4. Given any number d>2,if8
is canonical, x,x2 # 0 and £ = 8R(m, n) =xQ + otx, + ßx2 satisfies ¡norm £| < d, then (26) Ix,x2(x0 + ax, + ßx2)\> c4 /(max(|m|, |n|))csIog£i.
Proof. We may assume that |x, I > \x21; an argument parallel to what follows takes care of the case |x, | < |x2 |. Since |x,x2|| = |x2/x,|x5lSI = Ix^XjMSImaxix2, x\) it follows from (11) that the lemma is true if we can prove (27) |x2/x, | >c6/(max(|m|, \n |))c5logd.
To do this, we first observe that by (16) and Lemma 2 (28) xx =axo%+axx%' +aX2%", x2 = a20% + a2X%' + a22%".
We may assume that \%\ is very small, for otherwise (26) We may assume ||"| > |£'|; a similar argument takes care of the case |£"|< Ij-'l. Thus we need a lower bound for the absolute value of *2i«7f ) + «22 =«22(^21 QTWlWm*) +1).
Applying Theorem 2 with n = 3, ox = \8'X¡Q"X I, o2 = \d'2/d2 |, a3 = \b22/b2x |, p3 = -1, we find that for any integers m, n not both zero either (30) \b2Xd'xm6'2n\ = \b22e"xmd"2n\ or (31) \m\og\e'xld"x\ + nlog|02/02| -logiè22/62111 > l/(max(|m|, |n|))", where i>> 0 is a constant depending on the degree and height of b22/b2X. In fact, Theorem 2 shows that v is of the form fc1log(height(ô22/621)) where kx depends on the degree but not the height of b22/b2X. However, b22/b2x = ô"(a -a)/S'(a -a") is a number in G. Since 5 is canonical, it follows from (25) with p = 5 that the heights of S' and §" are less than k2d, where k2 depends only on a and ß. This implies (after some easy estimates) that the height of b22/b2x is less than k3dv, where k3 depends only on a and ß, and T is an absolute constant. Hence in (31) we can take v = c9 log d. Now (27) follows easUy after exponentiating (31) and applying the inequality e* > 1 + x. It remains to consider the case when (30) holds, so Theorem 2 does not apply. If (30) is true with the absolute value signs removed, then a2i(£'/£") "*" a22 = 2a22, so (27) is trivially true. If, on the other hand, a2x%' + a22%" = 0, then for some integers r and s we have (using (20)) (32) b» _ §>-«') /^y/^Y b2l ô'ia-a") \9"x)\d'2J-Suppose (32) holds for two different canonical values of 5, say S x and 52 (with possibly different values of r and s, of course). It foUows that for some integers r and u we have ih"xih"2)e"x*dl" =ib\ih'2)e'*6'2".
The two sides of this equality are numbers in different conjugate fields of F; hence both numbers are equal to some rational number q/p. This meanŝ i(p/i)OÎ02 = 52, but since 6X and 52 are canonical we must have t = u = 0 (see §3). Therefore even if (32) holds for various values of 5, the integers r and s do not change. It foUows that b2x8'xmd'2n+b22d'ime'in = o is possible for at most one integer pair m, n. Even if there is such an exceptional License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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pair m, n, we can still ensure that (27) holds by adjusting the constant c6, if necessary. This completes the proof of the lemma.
In view of Lemma 4, if we could prove that (33) log|x,x2|>cmax(|m|, |n|)
holds for some constant c depending only on a and ß, then Theorem 1 would be proved. An inequality of the form (33) follows easily from (28) and the fact that £ = S0™02. However, the constant c obtained in this way depends on S (and so on d); with such a constant, inequality (33) is useless for proving Theorem 1. In order to get around this difficulty, we need more information about m and n. The following theorem, which is the second major ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1, gives us what we need.
Theorem 3. Suppose there exists % -x0 + ax, + ßx2 with norm of absolute value w such that (15) and (16) Proof. This is essentially a special case of the theorem of Cusick [7, p. 19 ], except for the evaluation of K. I repeat the proof of [7] with the changes needed to get an explicit K.
The norm ££'£" has absolute value w, so by (14)
(34) |Ç| min ||«|2 = w2 (\%\ max l^l2')"1 >(w/cxc2)2Q~1. The system (36) has for its determinant the regulator R given by (4) . Thus solving for m and n gives m = ¿X1)R_1 log \R"im, n)| + eR_1 log|021, n = ¿X2)R_1 log\R"im, ri)\ -eR"1 log\6"x |. Hence \m -Xn | = leR-1 (logrj2)¿>(2r * I < DQT1 log((c1c2)2c3ß/w) where r\2 is defined by (7), and for the inequality we have used (8) and the upper bound on |e|. It is evident that cx, c2 and c3 depend only on a and ß, so we have Theorem 3 with h -icxc2)2c3.
As was remarked earlier, we obviously need to consider only those solutions of (10) where x0 is the nearest integer to axx + ßx2. Assuming this, we divide the integer solutions to (10) into classes according to the size of the left-hand side. In the first class the left-hand side of (10) is > k (defined in (11)) and < 1; in the second class the left side of (10) is > 1 and < 2; and in the Nth class iN = 2,3,.. .) the left side of (10) is > 2N~2 and < 2N~K Thus any integer pair (Xj, x2) =£ (0, 0) is in one of the classes, since it wiU satisfy (10) for ß large enough. Using this division into classes and Theorem 3, we prove the following lemma, which gives inequality (33) with a suitable constant when n > 0.
Lemma 5. If% = SRim, n) = x0 + axx + ßx2 with 6 canonical, n > 0 andxxx2 + 0, then log|XjX21 >cXQn.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4, we may assume \xx\ > \x2\. Suppose xx, x2 is in the Mh class of solutions to (10), so (10) holds for some ß < 2N~1 ; also suppose Inorm 51 = w. By Theorem 3 and (7), (8) (37) |fl(m,n)| = exp(-2RD(2)-1n)|01|£, \e\<K.
Since 6xd'x6"x = 1 and, z/e0 in (5) is chosen small enough and L in (5) is chosen large enough, \d"x I * \dx |< 1, we have 21og|0j | + logIô'x I « 0 and (using the definition of £ in the first inequality, the definition ¿>(2) = log|0j/0'í | in the second inequality, and ß < 2N~1 in the third inequality) |0, Ie < exp(-log(nfi/w)¿>(2)"1 log \0X |)
where ex > 0 is a smaU number depending on e0 in (5) iex decreases if e0 is chosen smaUer).
By (18), |5S'5"| < ß(CiC2)2, so it foUows from (25) and the fact that 5 is canonical that Equality (37) holds as before, and by the same reasoning used to prove (38) (the only difference is that here we want a lower bound) we obtain (43) ¡0, |e > c20 exp(-A(l/3 + e,)log2).
Since D(2) -loglo',/0, | is large if L in (5) is chosen large, we have exp(-2RZX2)"1«) > exp(-2RD(2)-1A0 > exp (-e2Alog2) where e2 > 0 is a small number depending on L in (5) (e2 decreases if D(2)~ * is chosen smaller, that is, if L is chosen larger). Using this inequality, (37), (42) and (43), we see that (41) gives x2 < c2, exp(((4/3) + e, + e2)Alog2).
If e, and e2 are small enough and x,x2 ¥= 0, this easily gives the inequality of the lemma. Now suppose n < 0 and the hypotheses of Lemma 6 hold (of course there is no loss of generality in assuming the hypothesis |x, | > |x2 |). Since x,, x2 is in the Ath class of solutions, we have 1*1*2*1 * 1*2 Al 1*1 W >C22\X2IXX |2".
It follows from this and Lemma 6 that the inequality of Theorem 1 holds even without the logarithm factor, when n < 0.
It is, of course, not surprising that this stronger result holds in the cases n < 0 because of (37) and the fact that we need only consider those pairs m, n for which \8Rim, n)\ < H. Since RD(2)_1 > 0, this means that for a given 5 only a finite number of n < 0 come into consideration.
5. Proof of Theorem 1, nontotally real case. In this section we suppose that F is nontotally real. The proof of Theorem 1 in this case follows the general pattern of the proof for the totally real case ( § §2 to 4), but the detaüs are much simpler. Therefore we only sketch the proof.
